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Everyone thinks they understand and know what flu or a cold feels like and does, but 
hardly anyone knows why so many symptoms are combined into a single clinical 
picture and where and why the illness actually comes from. 
Most believe that a disease-causing virus or bacterium causes the different signs, and 
few have had cause to question this theory. 
Many are also unaware that the disease-causing virus or bacteria is a hypothesis and 
that science has reached a consensus. However, a consensus is nothing more than an 
agreement of opinions. Accordingly, there is no established fact that disease-causing 
viruses or bacteria exist. It is only a theory. 
A consensus is therefore nonsense in science and has no place there. Nevertheless, 
the infection theory is based on this general consensus of unproven facts and, with the 
help of the Infection Protection Act, has the power to undermine our basic rights that 
are supposed to protect us. 

Orthodox medicine, or virology, claims that a small collection of certain genes (RNA 
and DNA fragments) are viruses and blames this idea for some diseases. This is not 
correct, however, because this collection of genes does not exist in reality, but is only 
ever generated in thought, today by means of enormous computing power.

The RNA and DNA pieces are fragments of ribonucleic acid (RNA) and 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The difference between RNA and DNA is the type of 
sugar. DNA has deoxyribose as its sugar and RNA has ribose. 
Even today, it is still taught that the construction and function plan of life is stored in 
DNA, that RNA has the ability to produce proteins and enzymes, that RNA takes DNA 



as a "model" for this and reads the so-called genes. 
However, these theories have either already been refuted or are only incompletely 
presented. The molecules known as RNA make it possible to produce proteins and 
enzymes of the body even without DNA. RNA molecules, along with minerals, are the 
essential motor in the (for us) visualisation of life and its constant adaptation and 
development.

For this reason, virology has never been able to produce verifiable proof, apart from 
baseless assertions, that there are viruses that cause disease. On the contrary, the 
structures that are falsely called viruses (disease toxins) have positive influences on 
plants, animals and humans. For example, they ensure that life can develop in a more 
differentiated manner. Humans live in a perfect symbiosis and homeostasis (balance) 
with microorganisms and the very short pieces of so-called genetic material (called 
nucleic acids). These nucleic acids are only mentally, and following a compulsive way 
of thinking, dubbed viruses and assembled into viral genes. Without bacteria and 
without this multitude of short nucleic acids, we would have a big problem - our life 
would be over!

 If you want to delve deeper into this topic and understand why this serious aberration 
in medicine came about, we recommend at this point our book "Corona - Further into 
Chaos or Opportunity for All?". 

The fact is that most people use a centuries-old world view of belief in disease-
causing viruses and bacteria, which they have never checked out because that is the 
way the experts had presented it to them. Many people believe in this hypothesis 
because there is no reason to reconsider the whole construct and because the 
majority of people share this medical theory. People just follow the masses and trot 
along behind. 

For this reason, many people did not have any doubts when Corona was proclaimed. 
People do not question the belief in "science", they follow the opinion of the majority 
and are not excluded from society. Meanwhile, however, more and more people sense 
that nothing is as it is presented and question the system. The key to understanding 
lies in the realisation that there are no disease-causing viruses or bacteria and in the 
knowledge of where and why diseases actually arise. 



With the proclamation of the claimed "dangerous Corona virus", the otherwise 
common cold, or flu, gradually disappeared from the daily news in the course of 2020. 
However, contrary to the political narrative of the protective mask, the cause was 
simply the fact that the diseases were renamed. 

Due to the permanent horror news via all media channels, there was increased panic 
and fear in the majority of the population. Almost everyone was terrified of contracting 
this deadly virus. What was previously a cold, bronchitis, cough or impaired taste 
became corona from the spring of 2020. 

For many, this was tantamount to a death sentence, comparable to a cancer diagnosis. 

A banal cold or an even more banal and completely ordinary loss of smell and taste 
was now a dangerous Corona infection, although the symptoms remained the same. 

Hardly a person was seen on the street who still coughed or blew his nose. So much 
anxiety and fear arose in the population just because a cold, a cough or pneumonia got 
a new name. Instead, you saw people whose hands were open due to massive 
disinfectant abuse. You could see people wearing latex gloves and walking the streets 
completely hooded. While before 2020 such behaviour was still dubbed neurosis and 
treated in psychiatry, this new "way of life" now falls socially under the norm and is 
generally accepted. 

Are you still of the opinion that a group of scientists unanimously pretend to know what 
to do when you get a cold or the flu? Have you not rather had the experience that you 
simply lay down in bed with a cold or flu, took it easy and were well again after three or 
four days? 

Thousands of years of tried and tested natural medicine are increasingly being 
sidelined and downright frowned upon by certain groups. Instead, synthetic medicines 
are preferred, which usually bring with them a multitude of side effects. 

Due to legislation, physicians are in a legal position that is almost unassailable by 
patients, as long as they follow the guidelines established by the legislator and 
lobbying associations. Doctors have not had freedom of therapy for a long time. 



 Doctors have to reckon with serious problems if they do not adhere to the given 
guidelines! 

Any action against the Corona policy can lead to the withdrawal of the licence to 
practise medicine. Since 2020, the policy has dictated to medical practitioners how 
they must behave towards patients. Masks are compulsory, patients may no longer be 
greeted with a handshake, sufficient disinfectant should be used, etc. These are all 
measures that are not conducive to good health. Patients tend to get sick instead of 
healthy. Hardly any doctor takes the time to talk to a patient. The extremely beneficial 
conversation between patient and doctor has long been a thing of the past. 

Isn't this where legislation/politics gets mixed up with medicine? 

Also, please do not forget the power that falls to the legislators through this monopoly 
position. This can be observed very impressively in the "Corona era". Industry, politics, 
private individuals and many privately financed institutions are gaining more and more 
influence. Doctors who, for example, issue certificates against wearing masks or 
express criticism of the measures are discredited and downright persecuted. The 
medical profession has been restricted to an extraordinary degree. One gets the 
impression that politicians and a few well-heeled private individuals and self-
proclaimed human saviours know more about diseases than the medical profession. 

As Bill Gates announced on 12.04.2020 in a 10-minute interview following the daytime 
news, the pandemic could only be defeated if seven billion people were vaccinated. 
What presumption for a software developer with no medical knowledge to make the 
salvation of humanity dependent on a vaccine. Vaccination as the sole and all-
encompassing salvation against the killer virus - all other beneficial measures, such as 
a daily fruit intake, a walk, exercise, get-togethers, laughter, joy, are completely 
ignored. After all, we all know that this is what gets us the best. We don't need experts 
for that. 

Mrs Merkel mainly took advice from a virologist who publicly admitted that it is better 
not to go to him if you are ill. He doesn't know anything about sick people, Drosten 
announced in an interview. One of the few true statements he made. He should never 
have taken on a counselling role. One cannot blame Oliver Janich (investigative 
journalist) for frequently pointing out: "They are mocking you!". 



China has been "Corona virus free" since March 2020 (deaths have been reported 
again currently - since 19.03.2022). Maybe because it mutated into a complete 
surveillance state from then on. Since March, you need an app to move freely in China. 
The Chinese think this is great because they are extremely afraid of a new disease. In 
Europe we don't yet have a surveillance state on this scale - but there is a suspicion 
that one is in the planning stages. 

We think that grasping (= one grasps something; knowledge is united with action; 
knowledge and practice coincide) why and where diseases come from is the only 
viable way to free oneself from the fear of diseases. The key to this lies in the 
knowledge of universal biology to deal with diseases in a self-determined and free 
way. 

All other ways lead to dependence, bound to the prevailing medical system. One 
becomes a permanent patient and runs the risk of having to take medication every day. 

Anyone who believes in dangerous viruses and seeks salvation is easily manipulated. 
Only those who are not afraid of contagion are able to act correctly and to stand up 
against the measures. 

 We would like to offer you answers and a different perspective on where the so-called 
flu, cold or covid 19 symptoms come from and why they arise. Only with this 
"grasping" can the fear of diseases and disease-causing viruses give way and a 
political turnaround be initiated from the people. 

Of course, pneumonia can take such a severe course that one may be dependent on 
medical help, yet a cough is and remains a cough, a cold a cold, and pneumonia a 
pneumonia, to which one must of course respond. 

It should be said that if alternative methods are used, this is a gentler approach for the 
organism and would have a less stressful effect. The disadvantage of the gentle 
method is that one has to invest more time in the treatment. If conventional (allopathic) 
measures are used, in the best case the symptoms disappear after a few days. The 
disadvantage: as a sufferer, you often have to suffer from the side effects and the 
disease usually returns after a few weeks (or months). 



There is no question that it is an abomination to knowingly and unfoundedly scare 
people. Of course, it has been known for a long time that "prescribed" and planned 
fear-mongering can not only create dramatic situations, but can also increase the 
symptoms of illness immeasurably. There are enough examples if you look at the 
suffering of people who have been diagnosed with cancer. 

Hardly anyone can imagine that apart from the materialistic explanatory model of 
conventional medicine, something else exists. 

There is another, biological and lively way of thinking and nature, which can even be 
scientifically proven. This biological, living and easily comprehensible knowledge will 
be conveyed to you in this reading by means of the symptoms of "flu", "cold" and 
"Covid-19". 

We also explain why coughs, colds, headaches, tiredness, fatigue, etc. often occur 
together and why the so-called flu waves (since 2020 they are Corona waves) occur 
every year. It makes absolutely no difference what you call an illness - the individual 
symptoms are always decisive. If you know the symptoms, it is easy for a universal 
biologist to find out what has happened to the person or why they are suffering from 
the symptoms. 

Many people believe that the symptoms of "corona" last much longer and are more 
drastic - compared to an "ordinary" flu or a cold. Whereas flu has always been 
considered more dramatic than a cold, which is often accompanied by fever. Today, a 
corona illness is considered much more threatening than flu. 

Renaming a normal flu into a dangerous and potentially fatal covid-19 disease is 
basically a deliberate deception. The severity and duration of the symptoms present 
have other causes, which can be increased by scaremongering. What differentiates 
the various signs of the listed diseases. You can also find out how the courses present 
themselves in this series of papers.

In the explanatory model of orthodox medicine, flu or covid-19 is supposed to be more 
severe than a cold. This assumption is based on the assumption that viruses are the 
cause and that some of these "nasties" are more dangerous than others. In plain 



language: the flu viruses are bad, but even worse are the coronaviruses and worst of 
all are the virus mutants that come from abroad. 

These completely unscientific and unfounded claims are used to further spiral fear. 

All these statements are not true because in reality there are no disease-causing 
viruses. Alleged disease-causing viruses have been created exclusively in the mind 
with the aid of enormous computer computing power. 

The flu was also declared to be much more dangerous than a cold because, despite 
the use of antibiotics, it did not have the desired effect - the symptoms did not 
disappear. One was seemingly powerless against the flu. This experience 
strengthened the belief that "viruses" must be to blame for everything. According to 
the motto: "If even antibiotics fail, it can only be the viruses". 

With the advent of antivirals (= drugs against "viruses"), which were invented much 
later than antibiotics, it became apparent that their use was not without problems: 
these substances are far more tissue-damaging than antibiotics. Often, the 
administration is accompanied by lasting damage to the entire organism. (Note: 
antivirals are able to break down protein compounds, often leading to devastating side 
effects or even death).

When antivirals were administered, a certain "success" was sometimes recorded, 
because now and then the symptoms disappeared without the affected persons 
obviously suffering from the side effects of the drugs. This is predominantly the case 
when antivirals are applied as an ointment. For example, a "cold sore[1]" can 
disappear quickly. You can also find out why this is the case in this series of articles. 

By applying chemical substances to the skin, far fewer harmful substances enter the 
organism than when they are injected or swallowed. For this reason, there are also far 
fewer side effects. 

Nevertheless, the side effects of these substances are rarely predictable, sometimes 
quite severe and often overlap the actual symptoms of the original disease. If you take 
drugs to alleviate the symptoms of flu, for example, or other so-called viral diseases, 
including Ebola, AIDS and of course Corona, you are likely to suffer more from the side 



effects produced by the drugs than from the original symptoms. If one were to try to 
attribute symptoms, one would fail, as one would not be able to assess which signs 
come from the drugs and which come from the disease. Administered antivirals 
contribute to a worse course of both influenza and covid-19 disease diagnosed today. 
It is worth mentioning that medical professionals rarely have time to think about this. 
Every doctor is legally on the safe side with the use of antivirals for influenza or covid-
19. He/she has done everything possible to help the sufferer and has followed the 
applicable guidelines. On that basis, he/she cannot be prosecuted. Any medical 
practitioner who does not follow the guidelines is on very thin ice and would lose any 
lawsuit for alleged malpractice. 

 According to the findings of orthodox medicine, a cold or typical pneumonia[2] is 
supposed to be caused by known pathogens. And because so-called bacterial-based 
courses of disease can be quickly suppressed by means of antibiotics, this clinical 
picture belongs to the milder courses, according to the orthodox medical world view. 
We will also discuss why antibiotics have the ability to quickly eliminate symptoms. The 
cause is certainly not only to be found in the partial destruction of the bacteria. This is 
"only" an additional effect that brings further negative consequences (e.g. diarrhoea, 
skin rash). 

 In order to substantiate the construct of infectious diseases, various test procedures 
have been developed. The more complicated and expert it appears, the more likely 
people are to be impressed. The edifice built around Corona is getting bigger and 
bigger and with it the belief in the "dangerousness of Corona". Most people get tested 
because they are afraid, on the one hand, and because government regulations require 
it, on the other. And when many people storm the test centres out of fear, more and 
more run after them. Eventually, you can put a test centre on every corner and soon no 
one questions whether it makes sense. It becomes a habit. 

With corona testing, people who appear to be sick or even perfectly healthy are tested 
and often stigmatised as corona positive. In years past, no medical professional would 
have thought of testing someone for flu who was not sick. Nor, of course, would any 
family members. 

The fact that healthy people (without symptoms) can test false positive was initially 
concealed. However, this fact has been exposed with increasing testing, because more 



and more people were tested positive who were not ill. For this reason and the number 
of tests carried out, the number of cases skyrocketed. Every person who tested 
positive, very often people without symptoms, was now insanely and against all 
medical understanding considered a potential danger to the rest of humanity. To take 
the insanity to the extreme, those who were not sick were listed on the Robert Koch 
Institute's website as "recovering" if they could show a negative test at some point. No 
one asked why someone could recover who had not been ill before.

However, this approach did not first take place with Corona. 

Anyone familiar with the history of medicine knows that in the so-called AIDS disease, 
people with a positive test are considered sick - even if they have no symptoms at all. 
One test procedure alone made this possible. HIV-positive people were given tissue-
damaging drugs and if they were still asymptomatic until then, they got "signs of 
illness" at the latest when they took the drugs. The correct term is "signs of 
poisoning". At this point we recommend the film: "I won't go quietly" by Anne Sono. 
You can find the film on Youtube. 

From the corona year 2020 onwards, not only healthy people who tested positive were 
considered sick, but could even be locked away in quarantine. 

Those who did not comply with the quarantine conditions had to expect a fine. On 
18.01.2021, the Hamburger Morgenpost posted an article with the headline: "For 
quarantine breakers: In the north, the first Corona jail goes into operation". The 
Morgenpost wrote that in Schleswig-Holstein and soon also in Hamburg, the worst 
"rule-breakers" are to be incarcerated. The quarantine facility is located on the 
grounds of the youth detention centre in Moltsfelde in Neumünster, where a total of six 
people can be put under lock and key. They are to be looked after by 30 retired 
officers[3]. 

While HIV-positive people "only" had to suffer from social exclusion ("Don't touch him, 
he has AIDS!"), Corona made it possible to lock people up "legally" ("for protection 
from the population"). And not only that - for fear of infection, many people keep their 
distance from each other, touching is completely out of the question. 

Anyone who was still convinced in the spring of 2020 that an extremely large number 



of people were hospitalised or even succumbed to death during the Corona pandemic 
can now convince themselves of the opposite with just a few clicks. Funeral homes 
had to announce short-time work and from January to August 2020, fourteen hospitals 
were closed in rural areas alone. The Corona emergency clinic with 500 beds, which 
was built out of the ground in Berlin's exhibition centre at a cost of 40 million euros, 
did not admit a single patient because there was a lack of sick people. The centre was 
completely dismantled by September 2021. 

The relevant media claimed that every hospital bed was needed and that the hospitals 
were reaching their capacity limits. Operations had to be postponed due to the high 
Corona volume. However, this was an outright lie - so far it is estimated that in the 
Corona year 2020, over 20, probably as many as 25 hospitals had to close. In 
comparison, in the negative record year, 2019, 47 hospitals in total (19 of which were in 
rural areas) were closed for good[4]. 

The upside of this finding is that you can convince yourself that there never was and 
never will be a pandemic. At least not by disease-causing viruses or bacteria, because 
they do not exist. A fear pandemic does exist. 

At the beginning of the Corona pandemic, it was claimed that 27 people were infected 
with the novel virus that gave them the symptoms of pneumonia. 
Later, by means of (PCR) tests, people suffering from colds and coughs were also 
"recorded". This procedure is then not only considered proof of the spread of a virus, 
but other diseases are automatically added to the basic disease (pneumonia) and this 
conglomerate is passed off as a new virus disease or virus species. This strategy was 
followed to the highest extent with Covid-19, but could already be observed decades 
before Corona. However, not in this abundance, because, whereas in the years before 
2020, an average of about 2000 (flu) tests were carried out annually in Germany for an 
"infection", by July (2021) over 65 million people had been tested (often several times) 
for the so-called Sars-Cov-2 virus[5]. This does not include the numerous tests 
conducted at school, in tents, etc. And the tests will continue - the end is open (as of 
March 2022: an end is promised on 2.4.2022 - let's wait and see). After all, to maintain 
the pandemic, you need people who have tested positive. These can only be 
generated by false test results or by a mass of tests.

In the years before 2020, atypical pneumonia was still classified as influenza on the 



basis of the typical symptoms. From spring 2020, suddenly any respiratory symptom 
was the newly invented Covid-19 disease. One must realise that by now any cold, 
fever, olfactory and gustatory disturbances, shortness of breath, shortness of breath, 
sore throat, headache, pain in the limbs, abdominal pain, gastrointestinal symptoms, 
skin rash, conjunctivitis, swelling of the lymph nodes, drowsiness and disturbances of 
consciousness are among the symptoms of the newly proclaimed Covid-19 disease. 

Now, one could placatingly claim that this is a new medical finding that is being 
followed. But then the question arises as to why all these symptoms were not 
classified as serious diseases before 2020. What were harmless trifles before 2020 are 
now seen as highly contagious and dangerous clinical pictures? Something can't be 
right. 

It is a fact that not even orthodox medicine disputes that the influenza symptom 
complex contains almost identical symptoms to those of Covid-19. If people had been 
tested for influenza in Corona times, the symptom complex would still be called 
influenza. 

The maintenance of the pandemic situation of international scope is solely due to non-
validated PCR testing procedures. Without the good faith of citizens who trust 
politicians, doctors and scientists, however, nothing would have been possible. 

If you scare people, they will believe anything - how else could you get people to agree 
to wear a cloth or a microplastic respiratory mask over their face and then convince 
them that this completely ineffective, even harmful mask protects them from disease?

The chain of global insecurities, including the declared SARS epidemics, the financial 
crisis, the terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001, claimed biological weapons, etc., 
had been unsettling and frightening people for decades. For this reason, too, it was 
easy to make a pandemic credible. Only a few pictures had to be faked, for example 
with empty supermarket shelves, dramatic pictures of intensive care units and a few 
coffins laid out (which, as it turned out later, were photographed on 3 October 2013 on 
a Mediterranean island (Lampedusa, Sicily) after a ship disaster) and almost everyone 
believed in a pandemic that never existed and never will. No one asked any more 
questions. Why should they? When you are afraid, you don't ask questions, you obey.



But the foundation walls of the building of lies are shaking more and more: Since the 
PCR test (the basis for the massive restrictions of fundamental rights) has never been 
validated and is also not suitable for diagnostic purposes, and certainly cannot prove 
an infection, lawyer Dr. Reiner Füllmich has filed a class action lawsuit in the USA and 
Canada. This lawsuit is also before the court in Germany [6]. 

In addition, further lawsuits are being prepared in Switzerland and Germany, which 
contain the crucial question of whether the virus exists. 

On 17 February 2022, one of the most important lawsuits of the Swiss modern era 
was filed. This lawsuit is highly explosive in that the defendant must provide scientific 
proof of an existing virus. With over 10,000 co-plaintiffs and their lawyers, this 
lawsuit is being fought. 

Since Dr. Wu Zinyou (of the CCDC - the Chinese health authority) also stated in an 
interview by NBC on 6 January 2021 that the virus is not isolated[7], one would have to 
assume that the truth will quickly come to light worldwide. The magazine "Der 
Wochenblick" reported on this interview in more detail with the headline: "Scientists 
warn: Corona studies are based on models, not facts[8]". 

In November 2021, The Lancet, one of the most prestigious medical journals in the 
world, publishes that SARS-CoV-2 has not been isolated. The preprint publication 
"The Lancet Respiratory Medicine: Role of exosomes in false-positive covid-19 PCR 
tests" contains explosive information, as it states under CONCLUSIONS WITH 
RECCOMENDATIONS "If one consults the relevant publications [11], one finds that the 
relevant genetic material has been identified computationally without producing an 
isolate of the relevant viral particles and without physically separating them from other 
carriers of genetic material that might be present in the biological samples". Why don't 
the majority of people get this?

Sarah Luzia Hassel-Reusing (human rights defender as defined by UN Resolution 
53/144) is preparing a criminal complaint for the International Criminal Court in The 
Hague. 

As many people are affected in a criminally relevant way by the implemented Corona 
measures through the aspect of so-called white torture (according to Prof. Biderman; 



this includes, according to the Amnesty International newsletter: isolation, deprivation 
of social contacts, disruption of sleep rhythm, stress and personal humiliation - note: 
e.g. mouth cloth[9]), she is asking for testimonies, on the criminal offences and acts of 
torture under consideration[10].

In 2020, influenza had to give way to the newly claimed Covid 19 disease. In Germany, 
the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) reported for 2020, 412 flu deaths and about 11 000 
"corona deaths" (as of November 2020). 

In comparison, 25 100 people in Germany died from influenza in eight weeks in the 
winter of 2017/2018, without an epidemic being declared or people being urged to use 
disinfectant frequently. In 2016/2017, 22,900 people died in Germany from cold-
related symptoms[11]. 

From December 2020, there was a sudden sharp increase in people dying with or from 
the claimed virus. The internet platform "Statista" suddenly recorded an excess 
mortality - 22,791 more deaths, within two months[12]. 

What had happened? Why did people assume an additional 22,791 Corona deaths 
within two months? Most people believed in the pandemic and saw themselves 
confirmed in it. A good argument against the contrarians...but, of those 22,791 people, 
over 90% had died over the age of 80. Where were our old people? How were they 
dealt with? Correct: they were sitting in the old people's homes and were isolated 
because the state announced that they had to be given special protection. Many 
refused to eat - and some died of emaciation. Most of them only wanted to see their 
family again and therefore even had themselves vaccinated. But that is exactly what 
they were further denied after the vaccination. If they did not die from the vaccination, 
they died from the inhumane conditions of isolation. Some call this collateral damage, 
we consider it death after torture. 

Please think about what has been written. Old people and children in particular 
urgently need social contacts. Only middle-aged people who have had the experience 
of social togetherness in their childhood are able to overcome longer periods of 
isolation. Old and weak people, however, are more dependent on belonging, 
community, hugs, etc. 



As early as the 19th century, cruel experiments on language development (Kasper-
Hauser experiments) came to the conclusion that children (and old people) who were 
only given food but no caresses or address died. Probably the most famous 
experiment on this is attributed to Frederick II of Hohenstaufen (1194-1250, Roman 
emperor, German king, observer of nature and writer). The emperor wanted to find out 
what the original language of humans was. Mothers were taken away from their 
newborn children and given to wet nurses. They were allowed to give them milk and 
wash them, but not to speak to them or caress them. All the children died. The children 
could not survive without joyful and sincere caresses and speeches. The same thing 
happened to the old people in homes during the "pandemic", who were isolated on the 
instructions of the government and denied any social contact. 

For example, imagine you are single and have no family, children or close friends. Now 
you are diagnosed with cancer. Suddenly you lose all hope because there is no one to 
give you encouragement, sympathy and comfort. Why should it still be worth living? 
The same or similar thing happened to the elderly in the home who were thought to 
have died of Corona. Yes, most of them really did die of Corona - not from the virus, 
but from the inhuman measures of the government. One can only put it clearly: An 
unbelievable crime against humanity is happening right now. Unfortunately, only very 
few people are in a position to recognise this because, on the one hand, they assume 
that they have no expertise in virology and, on the other, they are paralysed by fear. 
When you are worried about your own life, that is all you think about. Everything else 
no longer counts. 

It is worth noting that Martin Adam has written a software programme with which he 
runs the data from the RKI by means of a special evaluation for people (age group 80 
years and older). He compared the number of claimed Covid-19 deaths (in said age 
group) in the period from 1.1.2020 to 27.12.2020 with the number of deaths from 
28.12.2020 to 24.02.2021. Corona vaccinations in Germany started on 26.12.2020 in 
the age group 80 years and older. He came to the frightening conclusion that the 
number of deaths from the claimed Covid 19 disease in January and February (2021) 
are almost everywhere at least as high as in the twelve months before in 2020. In 51 
counties the mortality is over four times higher and in 22 counties of them even over 
six times higher[13]. 

The corresponding internet page, including the graphs, can be found under the source 



reference [13]. 

In addition to influenza, the imaginary norovirus, which is supposed to cause an 
intestinal infection, has almost completely disappeared since Corona. In 2020, 4000 
intestinal infections were attributed to the norovirus. In 2019, around 10,000 people are 
said to have still suffered from this disease - that is about 60 percent less[14]. 

As the saying goes, "He who has ears to hear, let him hear, and he who has eyes to 
see, let him see." Because, since 2020, the "flu symptoms" and the intestinal 
infections belong to the newly proclaimed symptom complex of the Covid 19 disease. 

Any number of symptoms can be conjured out of, or into, the hat. This means that the 
more symptoms that are attributed to a disease, the more people will die from the 
proclaimed disease, in this case Covid-19. 

It is claimed that the flu vaccinations and/or the mouth-to-nose coverings have helped 
to displace influenza and the fictitious norovirus and that the malignant Cov-2 virus, 
along with their claimed mutations, causes all diseases. Anything is possible...Also, the 
connection of a cause of death to vaccination continues to be downplayed and 
autopsies prevented so that these victims can also be included in the Covid statistics. 

Is this a diversionary tactic or is it being done to reassure the public? Are politicians 
aware of the dangers of vaccination? On 17.03.2021, the Berliner Morgenpost reported 
that twenty countries have suspended AstraZeneca vaccinations because of deaths, 
including Germany[15]. 

On 19/03/21, AstraZeneca vaccinations resumed in Germany. 

On 30/03/2021, Tagesschau reported that due to further cases of thrombosis, several 
German states have stopped vaccinations with AstraZeneca for people under 60 for 
the time being[16]. From 60, they will continue to receive the vaccine, which can 
trigger fatal thromboses. The health ministers have it all figured out...Please think 
about it. 

Most people have great faith in medicine and believe that doctors and the 
pharmaceutical industry want to and can help them. Neither is completely out of the 



question, despite the prevailing pressure for returns. There are certainly only a few 
pharmacists and medical doctors who have chosen their profession for purely selfish 
reasons and prestige. Most of them believe that they are doing something good and 
are firmly convinced that they are doing the right thing. Unfortunately, their training 
does not allow for any other point of view. The problem of today's applied medicine is 
based on the very one-sided explanatory model, which on the one hand is geared 
towards fighting and war, and on the other hand is taught and believed. Conventional 
medicine as well as its patients, who are all convinced of the ability of the seemingly 
true, modern and established medicine and pharmacy, are so bound by their 
materialistic core thoughts that they can no longer imagine a medicine that includes 
the spiritual, mental and physical aspect. In this context, medical research has, 
absurdly enough, succeeded in disproving itself by proving by means of the imaging 
procedure, X-ray tomography of the brain (CCT) [17], that an activation of mental 
conflicts leads to so-called diseases (in reality: symptoms) and that the biological 
phases and morphological changes that take place in the brain can be depicted. 

Most doctors and people believe that vaccinations help to defeat diseases because 
they have no other explanatory model of disease. For this reason, one cannot blame 
them for this attitude. They simply have not learned anything else. 

Neither vaccines nor symptomatic treatments with drugs are able to cure "diseases" 
nor to learn anything about their development and prevention. Only with the 
knowledge of universal biology can something positive be achieved. This knowledge is 
not yet taught at universities; each person must acquire it for himself. 

If one considers that flu vaccinations have now been carried out for almost eighty 
years without even the slightest success, this should not only make the point of 
vaccinations clear, but also prove the chronic failure of virology. To this day, the flu 
vaccination cannot show any objective benefit. It is not only unsuccessful, completely 
pointless from a medical point of view, but also very dangerous, as can be seen from 
the countless vaccine injuries. Since 1990, the number of flu vaccinations has 
increased eightfold, while the number of deaths per 100,000 from flu and pneumonia 
has remained the same. The first exception is the year 2020, when, miraculously, these 
diseases no longer exist. Despite tireless and financially very profitable vaccination 
campaigns, the number of hospitalisations due to influenza and pneumonia has not 
decreased, but actually increased by 40%[18]! 



With this knowledge alone, the flu vaccination (and all other vaccinations as well) 
should be banned and discontinued immediately. Of course, they don't think about it 
because it's not about the health of the population, but about the financial return.

On 2 January 2021, Frontal+ published a video on YouTube in which Thomas Kalmund 
reported "that doctors, scientists and statisticians increasingly noticed deficiencies in 
the studies and protocols that led to the approval of the vaccine (note: vaccine from 
Pfizer/BioNtech; "Corona vaccine"). The approval of the vaccine is criticised because 
"life-threatening side effects have already occurred in test persons". A positive effect 
of the vaccinations was hardly or not at all verifiable. In the 376-page protocol on the 
"Safety and Effectiveness of the Covid 19 Vaccine", which Pfizer and BioNtech 
submitted to the American regulatory authority for the approval of the Corona vaccine, 
it can be read that 84% of the test persons showed adverse reactions to the 
vaccination. The documents also show that although unvaccinated people were more 
likely to contract "Covid-19", less than 2.5% of them contracted it severely. On the 
other hand, the proportion of severe illnesses among the vaccinated was 12.5%. Thus, 
with a "Corona vaccination", one has up to five times the risk of a more severe course 
of the disease. Thomas Kalmund reports further: "In relation to the total number of 
18,000 study participants, the vaccination protected 154 people, i.e. less than one 
percent of those vaccinated. If one also takes into account the expected vaccination 
reactions, a relief of the health care system by the vaccinations is not to be expected, 
let alone proven"[19]. 

On the contrary, costs will explode with vaccinations. In February 2022, Andreas 
Schöfbeck, chairman of the health insurance company BKK ProVita, spoke out. He 
compared the health insurance data with the values of the Paul Ehrlich Institute and 
came to the shocking conclusion that presumably 2.5-3 million people in Germany 
have been in medical treatment because of vaccination side effects after Corona 
vaccination. The total number of side effects is thus many times (1000 percent!) 
higher than those reported by the PEI [20]. And instead of investigating the data or 
stopping the vaccinations immediately, the head of the BKK was removed from office 
with immediate effect. 

We have made the experience that those affected suffered much more severely from 
symptoms after a senseless flu vaccination, which are due to the reaction of the 



organism to the toxins (poisoning reaction) and/or because of the conflict suffered. 
Since there are no viruses to vaccinate against, it is no wonder that all vaccinated 
people continued to have cold-related symptoms, i.e. the "flu", after a flu or corona 
vaccination. 

Thomas Jefferson (of the "independent" Cochrane Collaboration) has been collecting 
and evaluating studies on flu vaccines for many years. Commenting on the flu vaccine 
approach, he said, "The optimistic and confident tone in predicting viral circulation and 
the effect of inactivated vaccines that do not match the actual evidence is remarkable. 
The causes are likely complex and probably due to a messy mix of conflicts with the 
truth and conflicts of interest"[21]. 

Meanwhile, the problematic nature of flu vaccinations is acknowledged by many 
scientists[22]. See the source reference [22] for more information. 

 Behind the annually recurring advertising for the flu vaccination (and all other 
vaccinations) one reads only scaremongering and greed for profit. The targeted 
scaremongering is intended to persuade citizens who are by nature gullible and 
clueless about medical issues to get vaccinated "for a fee". 

It is mainly the pharmaceutical industry and the politically controlled press that have an 
interest in further expanding the vaccine market and increasing sales. In 2020, it was 
still considered a conspiracy theory and was also dubbed as such by the Federal 
Ministry of Health with media attention, that the lives of people who do not want to be 
vaccinated would be severely restricted. 

For example, in the freedom to travel or to go to the theatre or a restaurant. In 2021, 
however, this conspiracy theory also became reality and people were defined 
according to 2G, 2G+ and 3G. Those who were not vaccinated were not allowed to go 
to restaurants, cinemas or other public events. Even private meetings with family and 
friends were heavily regulated by the legislator. 

Prof. Stefan Hockertz (born 1960; biologist, immunologist and toxicologist) warned in 
an interview with Radio Munich in August 2020 that the "Corona vaccine"[23] was 
causing millions of deliberate bodily harm. 



He could just as well have warned against the flu vaccines and all other vaccinations. 
When asked why the "Corona vaccine" got fast-track approval overnight, Prof. Dr. 
Hockertz replied: "That is the political pressure. (...) When politics determines science, 
it usually ends fatally." "Politics," said Hockertz, "has such an influence on science that 
science bends because it is dependent on politics." In principle, Prof. Hockertz's 
statements are nothing new, for this approach originated in the 19th century, when a 
period of wars and warlike thinking dominated. Even in this period, the thinking of the 
now fully state-supported "science", including "epidemic medicine", was laid out 
according to this direction, which was formative for centuries. 

This has now been exposed by "Corona" in 2020 and named by many courageous 
scientists. And therein lies the opportunity for all of us to understand what is really at 
stake and come out of fear. 

"The scientists", said Prof. Dr. Hockertz, "who spoke out during the "Corona time" are 
independent and you see that in Germany, Switzerland and Austria. The groups of 
people who dare to ask questions are economically independent. For this reason, they 
can express themselves freely - for the time being - without having to fear economic 
losses."[24] 

 In December 2020, Angela Merkel called for a new hard lockdown, which was 
extended until 18 April 2021. She based this on a paper from the Academy of Sciences, 
the "Leopoldina". The paper contains seven pages, but pages six and seven only list 
the contributors. This leaves barely five pages for a scientific paper that is supposed to 
justify the renewed lockdown. Is it an exaggeration to call the lockdown a "death blow 
to the economy"? Decide for yourself. 

The document contains only two references to scientific studies. The paper is filled 
with worrying statements and drastic suggestions on how to implement the next hard 
lockdown. It is not worth the paper it is written on and can hardly be called a scientific 
paper. Among the "contributors" to this paper are Prof. Dr. Drosten and the president 
of the Robert Koch Institute, Prof. Dr. Wieler. If one follows Drosten's words, "the paper 
does not contain advice, but a clear and final warning of science". The paper also 
contains the following sentence: "Tougher measures also make sense from an 
economic perspective..."[25]. 



 A punch in the gut of all business people. 

Under the source [26] you can find the writing. 

Besides the veterinarian and president of the Robert Koch Institute, Prof. Dr. Wieler, 
Angela Merkel's husband, Joachim Sauer, is also one of the members of the 
"Leopoldina". The institution is 80% funded by the federal government and 20% by the 
state of Saxony-Anhalt. Independent, scientific research should look different and also 
allow representatives to have their say who think differently. If you only take one-sided, 
"scientific" considerations into account, you inevitably end up in a dead end. Above all, 
people who have the ability to think laterally should be in demand in science. They are 
an enrichment and stand out from those who regurgitate centuries-old hypotheses. 

Anyone who doubts that the so-called infectious diseases, such as influenza, measles, 
whooping cough, rubella, corona and all other diseases, such as cancer, multiple 
sclerosis, diabetes and high blood pressure, come from outside, are not inherited or 
are caused by "wrong food", is on the right track. Everyone else needs an 
understandable explanation of where and why these "diseases" (or rather symptoms) 
come from.

Once you have understood universal biology, you have to accept that there is no 
"culprit" (e.g. virus, cold, autoimmune processes, bacteria, viruses, etc.) that you can 
blame for a disease you are suffering from. The person responsible is oneself. For this 
reason, Giuliana Lüssi has dedicated an entire chapter to responsibility in her book 
"Universal Biology - A Way of Life" (2020).

What we call illness, or symptoms of illness, is based on biological processes that take 
place in the body. These biological processes, which are very often "processes of 
healing", are misinterpreted as illness. In order to allow the organism to heal itself, one 
needs an understanding of universal biology and trust in nature. Both can be easily 
acquired, as the "biological common sense" has carried this primal knowledge for 
thousands of years. It only needs to be reactivated. But this is only possible by freeing 
oneself from false beliefs. If one can shake off the misleading teachings of 
conventional medicine, one intuitively grasps the correctness of universal biology.

The fact that today's medicine is on a downhill slide can only be illustrated by the 



example of "cancer": the number of cancer cases has increased by 4 million worldwide 
from 2012 to 2018 and the number of cancer deaths has increased by 1.4 million[27] 
(as of 2018). 

According to a WHO forecast, the number of annual cancer cases worldwide will have 
doubled by 2040 (based on 2018). In 2020, it was found that one in three Europeans 
received a cancer diagnosis in their lifetime[28]. 

Year after year, the number of cancer deaths in the industrialised nations rises and, 
contrary to all euphemistic speeches, the chances of curing most cancers have not 
improved in the last 50 years. In 1976, 152,000 people in Germany were diagnosed 
with cancer; in 2018, the figure was 238,345. 

Accordingly, there is usually no prospect of a cure - at least not with conventional 
medical treatments. 

In the following sections, which we will publish bit by bit, you will find information about 
universal biology, which will enable you to understand the biological systems and learn 
why you have become ill. You will understand that what you still understand today by 
diseases, contagion and viruses is something completely different. You will logically 
grasp the principle of living things and be able to comprehend complex biological 
processes. As soon as you have recognised the true connections, you will permanently 
lose your fear of diseases, contagions or viruses. 

You will understand that no physical symptom can occur without prior mental injury 
(trauma/stroke of fate). 

Let us enrich and inspire ourselves together for universal biology, biology according to 
Hamer, and the truth to come to light - for freedom and togetherness without fear, with 
much joy, laughter and togetherness for us and our children and their children. 

All the best to you!



Books
We have already published our 2nd work in the book series "The Contemporary 
Witnesses". This book series is unique in history because the information in these 
books, demonstrably through control tests, correspondence with leading virologists 
and institutions and verifiable sources, can be processed and verified for any layman. 

This series of books enables any layperson to apply and understand a detailed and 
complete refutation of the virus existence claim that can and will stand up in any court 
of law. 

In the book series, the world's leading virologists and institutions confirm in writing 
that they themselves have no proof of a disease-causing virus and have conducted no 
control experiments to date. 

Furthermore, it becomes obvious in the books that the so-called mainstream media 
such as ARD, ZDF and self-appointed fact-checkers such as "Correctiv" and the 
Deutsche Presse Agentur (DPA) present false claims as fact, which have already been 
refuted in writing by the virologists and test manufacturers themselves. 

If you do not yet own our book series, we strongly recommend you to do so. Our books 
have been rated with 5 out of 5 stars. 

By purchasing one of the books "The Contemporary Witnesses" you are at the same 
time supporting our work and further book volumes. We thank you very much! 




